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Spectroelectrochemical techniques have been used to study doping-induced reactions in conjugated polymers.
Here, we report results on reduction reactions (n-doping) of the conjugated ladder polymer polybenzimidazobenzophenanthroline (BBL). The spectra are recorded in situ during applied potential in a three-electrode
spectroelectrochemical cell. The spectral and thus the structural changes during the reduction (n-doping) of
the polymer film at different electrode potentials are discussed. In contrast to most of the other conjugated
polymers, this polymer shows four reversible redox reactions during n-doping, corresponding to various
insulating and conducting forms of BBL.

Introduction
Macromolecular structures with unsaturated (sp2 hybridized)
carbon backbones have attracted much interest in the past
decades because of their semiconducting properties as well as
the insulator f metal transitions upon oxidation (p-doping) or
reduction (p-doping).1-4 These semiconducting polymers are
intrinsically nonconducting materials in their pristine state
because of the large band gap (Eg larger than 2 eV). Upon
doping, however, mobile quasiparticles such as solitons and
polarons are created in the π-electron chain and thus the
conductivity jumps orders of magnitude to metallic values.2,5
The electrical conductivity of conducting polymers can reach
104 S/cm, which is nearly temperature independent.6 This
insulator-to-metal transition has been studied in great detail in
polyacetylenes and other conjugated, conducting polymers such
as polyanilines, polypyrroles, and polythiophenes. In these
p-type semiconducting conjugated polymers, the doping-induced
insulator-to-metal transition is generally described as a chemical
oxidation reaction:
semiconducting polymer (insulator) + oxidant h conducting
polymer+ (metallic) + oxidantPolyaniline (PANI) is an exception, and there are two separate
consecutive redox reactions observed that are associated with
insulator f metal f insulator type tandem reactions.7 Thus,
the fully oxidized (heavily p-doped) state of PANI is an insulator
and only the middle oxidized state is a metal.8
For applications in optoelectronic devices, like photodetectors,
organic solar cells, light-emitting diodes, organic thin-film
transistors, or chemical sensors, n-dopable polymers, which
show reversible chemical or electrochemical reduction reactions,
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of BBL.

are of great importance. The conjugated polymer poly[(7-oxo7, 10-benz[de]-imidazo[4′,5′:5,6] benzimidazo[2,1-a] isoquinoline-3, 4:10, 11-tetrayl)-10-carbonyl], abbreviated as BBL (see
Figure 1), is a member of a class of materials called ladder
polymers, which are double-stranded, highly conjugated macromolecules with rigid chain structure. BBL has high-temperature stability (>500 °C), good mechanical properties (high
tensile strength), and exceptional solvent and chemical
resistance.9-11 In addition, BBL has interesting features such
as n-type conductivity,10-14 good photoconductivity,15 large
nonlinear optical properties,16 and the highest electron affinity
value among known n-type semiconducting polymers.12-14
BBL in the neutral form is an electrical insulator (σ ≈ 10-12
S/cm).10,11,17 BBL films can be oxidized or reduced with electron
donors or electron acceptors chemically,10,11 electrochemically,12,14 or by ion implantation.18 Kim reported the doping of
BBL chemically, with oxidants, reductants, and strong acids,
and achieved electrical conductivity as high as 2 S/cm.10,11 On
the other hand, Jenekhe reported the reduction (n-doping) of
BBL electrochemically with conductivity as high as 20 S/cm.14
Thermal annealing of pristine samples was observed to increase
the conductivity up to σ ≈ 10-6 S/cm.10,11 The electronic
transport properties of BBL are affected by moisture,19 thermal
treatment,20,21 and pressure.22
BBL is conjugated and can support mobile quasiparticles such
as polarons. Experimental and theoretical studies on structural
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changes and redox mechanisms of BBL during reduction have
been discussed in the literature.12,23 Wilbourn and Murray
reported that BBL shows two main redox waves during
reduction in the cyclic voltammogram using tetrabutylammonium as a cation.12 However, they mentioned that the cyclic
voltammograms are very sensitive to the particular electrolyte
cation used, where the two main waves may split into more
waves. In another paper, Wilbourn and Murray studied how
the conductivity varies with potential during electrochemical
reduction of the film. They reported that the BBL conductivity
depends on the electrode potential and displays two maxima
that differ by about 10 times in conductivity.13 Unresolved,
however, was the issue whether the two maxima observed in
the in situ conductivity measurements are associated with distinct
redox reactions. Indeed the two consecutive insulator f metal
transitions cannot be explained by just two electrochemical
processes.
The combination of electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques has been used successfully to study redox reactions in
conjugated polymers.24-30 These techniques are fast and sensitive and are used to probe structural changes and electronic band
modifications during the processes. The experiments can be
carried out in situ: applying electrode potential and simultaneously monitoring the spectroscopic changes. The vibrational
features observed for pristine and doped conjugated polymers
are different and are used as signatures for the electronic and
the molecular structural changes due to doping. Attenuated total
reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroelectrochemical studies of conjugated polymers have been reported
on polypyrrole,31 PANI,7,32-35 polythiophene and derivatives,36-42
and poly-p-phenylenevinylene.43,44
In this work we present in situ spectroscopic evidence for
the existence of four clearly distinct and spectroscopically wellresolved reactions during electrochemical reduction of BBL solid
films (n-doping). As such, this is the only conjugated polymer
known with four consecutive redox reactions on the main chain.
Experimental Section
Tetrabutylammoniumperchlorate, Bu4NClO4 (Fluka), was
dried under vacuum at 130 °C for 2 h before use. Water-free
acetonitrile (Merck) was stored over molecular sieve before
measurement. Great precaution was taken to protect the
electrolyte solution from atmospheric oxygen and water throughout the experiments. The chemical synthesis of BBL was
reported elsewhere.45 Thin films were prepared by spin-coating
from a solution of 0.8% BBL in gallium chloride/nitromethane
onto glass substrates in laboratory atmosphere. The resulting
polymer/Lewis acid complex film was washed with deionized
water several times and subsequently placed in fresh deionized
water overnight to remove the Lewis acid completely. Using a
pair of tweezers the film was peeled off while still wet, yielding
a film floating on the water surface. The free-standing film was
then transferred onto a germanium reflection element covered
with a thin layer of evaporated platinum for FTIR absorption
and photoinduced infrared absorption (PIA) measurements, or
onto indium-doped tin oxide (ITO), coated glass for UV-visnear infrared (NIR) and Raman measurements. For electrochemical comparison, films were also transferred onto Pt
electrodes. The resulting solid film-covered substrate was dried
in a vacuum oven for 6 h at 80 °C.
The ATR-FTIR spectroelectrochemical measurements were
carried out in a three-electrode spectroelectrochemical cell with
a germanium working electrode, a platinum foil counterelectrode, and a silver wire/silver chloride quasi-reference electrode
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in the electrolyte solution. The potential of this reference
electrode was determined as -190 mV versus saturated calomel
electrode (SCE). All potential values in this paper refer to this
reference electrode unless otherwise mentioned. The cell was
placed in the FTIR compartment and the instrument was purged
with nitrogen continuously throughout the experiment. The
electrolyte solution for the in situ spectroelectrochemical
experiments was 0.1 M Bu4NClO4 in acetonitrile. A continuous
flow system for the electrolyte solution was used where the
solution (placed in an external container where it was blanketed
with argon after purging for few minutes) flows in and out of
the electrochemical cell using Teflon plastic tubes.
To obtain reduction of BBL, a slow potential scan between
0.6 V and -2.0 V with a scan rate of 5 mV/s using a sweep
generator Prodis 1/14 I and a potentiostat Jaissle 1002 T-NC
was applied to the film. The cyclic voltammogram was recorded
on an x-y recorder. During the scan, in situ FTIR spectra with
a resolution of 4 cm-1 were measured. To obtain specific
spectral changes during individual electrochemical reactions a
spectrum just before the considered reaction was chosen as
reference. The subsequent spectra were related to this reference
spectrum, showing only the spectral differences during the
process. The spectra are plotted as ∆[-log(TATR)], where TATR
is the transmission in ATR geometry. For each spectrum, 32
interferograms were coadded, covering a range of about 90 mV
in the cyclic voltammogram. The potential values given for each
reference spectrum in this paper correspond to the mean value
of this range. The FTIR and PIA spectra were recorded using
a Bruker IFS 66S spectrometer with a mercury-cadmiumtelluride detector.
For measuring PIA infrared spectra, the BBL-covered substrate was mounted in a cryostat with ZnSe windows and cooled
with liquid nitrogen. The sample was illuminated in 45°
geometry through a quartz window of the cryostat by an Ar+
laser (488 nm, 30 mW/cm2). The PIA infrared spectrum was
obtained by measuring 10 single-beam spectra under illumination followed by 10 single-beam spectra taken in the dark. For
a better signal-to-noise ratio, 300 repetitions of the measuring
sequence were accumulated.
The in situ UV-vis-NIR and Raman spectroelectrochemical
measurements were carried out with a modified infrasil cuvette
containing an ITO-coated glass working electrode, a platinum
wire counterelectrode, and a silver wire reference electrode
(-140 mV vs SCE). The measurements have been done using
Bu4NClO4 as electrolyte and acetonitrile as a solvent, in dry
conditions and under nitrogen atmosphere. The films were
reduced potentiostatically, during which the in situ UV-visNIR and Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature.
The Raman spectra were obtained by exciting with the 514 nm
Ar+ laser line, using a Jasco TRS300 triple monochromator with
an EG&G intensified diode array. The spectral resolution was
4 cm-1. The in situ UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra were
recorded using a Cary 2400 spectrophotometer.
Results and Discussion
Cyclic Voltammetry. The cyclic voltammetric response (CV)
for the reduction (n-doping) and reoxidation (undoping) processes of BBL on Ge and, for comparison, on Pt electrodes (in
a standard electrochemical cell with SCE reference electrode,
separated from the electrolyte solution by a diaphragm to avoid
contamination) in Bu4NClO4 containing electrolyte solution are
shown in Figure 2. From the CVs four distinct and clearly
observable reduction waves were obtained at EA ≈ -0.6 V
(shoulder), EB ≈ -0.9 V (peak), EC ≈ -1.1 V (peak), and ED
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Figure 2. CV for reduction of BBL. Solid line: on a Ge working
electrode, Ag/AgCl quasi-reference electrode, scan rate 5 mV/s. Dashed
line: on a Pt working electrode, SCE reference electrode, scan rate 2
mV/s. Dotted line: bare Pt electrode, Ag/AgCl quasi-reference
electrode, 50 mV/s. The CVs are scaled individually.

Figure 3. Conductivity measurements of a BBL film in 0.1 M Bu4NClO4 -acetonitrile electrolyte solution. Data taken from the literature.13

≈ -1.2 V (shoulder) using Ge working electrode, and at EA ≈
-0.52 V (shoulder), EB ≈ -0.82 V (peak), EC ≈ -1.0 V (peak),
and ED ≈ -1.1 V (shoulder) using Pt working electrode. During
reoxidation, the corresponding waves were found at ED′ ≈ -1.0
V (shoulder), EC′ ≈ -0.89 V (peak), EB′ ≈ -0.61 V (peak),
and EA′ ≈ -0.38 V (shoulder) using Ge working electrode, and
at ED′ ≈ -1.05 V (shoulder), EC′ ≈ -0.87 V (peak), EB′ ≈
-0.66 V (peak), and EA′ ≈ -0.45 V (shoulder) using Pt working
electrode. The differences in the position of the reduction and
reoxidation waves at the two different electrodes is attributed
to the differences in electrode material, reference electrode, and
scan rate. For comparison, a CV obtained with a bare Pt
electrode in the electrolyte solution is also shown in Figure 2.
No redox peaks due to the electrolyte solution are found in the
range of the BBL redox waves.
Wilbourn and Murray reported that BBL shows only two
main redox waves during reduction,12 in contrast to the four
waves obtained in this study. In another paper, Wilbourn and
Murray studied how the conductivity varies with potential during
electrochemical reduction of BBL.13 They reported that the
conductivity depends on the electrochemical potential and
displays two maxima that differ by about 10 times in conductivity (Figure 3). The two consecutive insulator f metal transitions
cannot be explained by just two electrochemical reactions.
Evidence for the existence of four clearly distinct and spectro-
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Figure 4. FTIR absorption spectrum of neutral BBL.

TABLE 1: IR Absorption Bands of BBL, Neutral Form
(Substance I)
frequency (cm-1)

intensitya

comment

1745
1703
1647
1637
1627
1609
1580
1561
1533
1500
1458
1413
1370
1320
1305
1237
1223
1189
1171
1152
1127
1104
1080
1025
995
919
884
866
843
831
774
759
733
719
668

vw
vs
vw
vw
vw
vw
w
m
vw
s
m
s
vs
vs
vs
vs
s
vw
s
w
m
w
m
w
vs
m
m
vs
m
m
m
s
m
w
w

shoulder

shoulder
shoulder
shoulder

shoulder
shoulder
shoulder
shoulder
shoulder

a Intensities: vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; vw,
very weak.

scopically well-resolved reactions during electrochemical reduction of solid BBL films with different reduction states is
presented in the next section.
In Situ FTIR Spectroelectrochemistry. Before performing
the spectroelectrochemical measurements, the FTIR spectrum
of the pristine neutral BBL film (substance I) cast on a
germanium reflection element was recorded and is shown in
Figure 4 for the frequency region 1800-600 cm-1. In Table 1,
frequencies and intensities of the infrared absorption bands of
neutral BBL are listed, which are in agreement with previously
reported spectra.11,45,46
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Figure 5. (a) Difference in situ ATR-FTIR absorption spectra during
reduction process A for potentials from -95 mV to -618 mV.
Reference spectrum taken around -48 mV. (b) Spectra of (a) in an
extended scale.

Figure 6. (a) Difference in situ ATR-FTIR absorption spectra during
reduction process B for potentials from -618 mV to -1039 mV.
Reference spectrum taken around -572 mV. (b) Spectra of (a) in an
extended scale.

TABLE 2: IR Bands of Substance II Appearing during
First Reduction Process A

TABLE 3: IR Bands of Substance III Appearing during
Second Reduction Process B

a

frequency (cm-1)

intensitya

comment

frequency (cm-1)

intensitya

1649
1522
1349
1255
1150
1066

s
s
m
s
s
s

sharp
broad
sharp
sharp
broad
sharp

1614
1390
1278
1219
1099
1028

m
m
s
s
s
s

Intensities: s, strong; m, medium.

The spectral changes during the electrochemical redox
reactions were studied using in situ FTIR spectroscopy. Figure
5 shows the difference spectra of BBL during the first reduction
process (wave A). As can be seen from Figure 5a, a broad
absorption band with absorption maximum above 2000 cm-1
appears. This broad absorption comes from an electronic
transition involving polaronic states47-49 and is correlated with
an increase in conductivity, where the neutral insulating polymer
(substance I) is transformed into an electrically conducting
polymer (substance II). The vibrational part of the spectra is
depicted in Figure 5b in an extended scale. Usually, vibrational
spectra of conjugated polymers are strongly affected by the
doping (redox) processes because of strong electron-phonon
coupling,47-49 and the infrared spectra are dominated by new
intense bands called infrared active vibration (IRAV) bands.
IRAV bands of BBL, appearing during wave A, are marked by
asterisks in Figure 5b and are listed in Table 2 with their relative
intensities. These growing IRAV bands indicate the formation
of substance II. On the other hand, the intensity of the bands at

a

comment
broad
sharp
doublet
doublet
sharp

Intensities: s, strong; m, medium.

1703, 1561, 1500, 1458, 1413, 1370, 1320, 1305, 1237, 1171,
995, 866, and 759 cm-1 of the neutral substance I decreases
because of the conversion into substance II.
Figure 6 shows the difference in situ spectra during the second
reduction process (wave B). The broad negative band at high
energy (Figure 6a) indicates the formation of a new substance
III with low conductivity. In Figure 6b the spectra in an extended
scale are depicted. Further decrease in the intensities of
substance I and decrease in intensities of substance II together
with an increase of sharper bands indicated by asterisks in Figure
6b are observed (formation of substance III). In Table 3 the
frequencies and intensities of these increasing bands of substance
III are listed. The sharpness of the bands is further suggesting
a decrease of conductivity.
Figure 7 depicts the difference in situ FTIR spectra during
the third reduction process (wave C). The increase of the broad
absorption band above 2000 cm-1 (but smaller than in the first
reduction process A) with a decrease in applied potential
indicates again the increase in conductivity of the film. This
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Figure 7. (a) Difference in situ ATR-FTIR absorption spectra during
reduction process C for potentials from -1039 mV to -1206 mV.
Reference spectrum taken around -996 mV. (b) Spectra of (a) in an
extended scale.

Figure 8. (a) Difference in situ ATR-FTIR absorption spectra during
reduction process D for potentials from -1206 mV to -1634 mV.
Reference spectrum taken around -1164 mV. (b) Spectra of (a) in an
extended scale.

TABLE 4: IR Bands of Substance IV Appearing during
Third Reduction Process C

TABLE 5: IR Bands of Substance V Appearing during
Fourth Reduction Process D

frequency (cm-1)
1509
1466
1369
1312
1240
1168
1109
1070
1002
968
896
801
771
732
654
a

intensitya
m
m
vs
w
m
m
s
s
s
s
s
m
w
m
m

comment
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp
shoulder
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp

Intensities: vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak.

smaller electronic band increase observed in this step (compared
with wave A) is in agreement with the small increase in
conductivity (Figure 3). The vibrational part of the spectra in
an extended frequency scale is shown in Figure 7b. Decrease
of bands of substance III and increase of IRAV bands are
observed (indicated by asterisks in Figure 7b). In Table 4 the
frequencies and intensities of the bands of substance IV are
listed. The IRAV bands in the third reduction process C show
lower intensities compared with IRAV bands in the first reduction process A. In addition, the bands are sharper than in process
A. The lower intensities and the sharper IRAV bands indicate

a

frequency (cm-1)

intensitya

comment

1593
1379
1363
1345
1261

m
m
s
m
w

sharp
shoulder
sharp
shoulder
broad

Intensities: s, strong; m, medium; w, weak.

that the delocalization of the negative charges on the chain is
rather low in substance IV as compared with substance II.
In Figure 8 the spectra for the fourth reduction process (wave
D) are shown. A decrease in the electronic band at high energy
is observed with increasing doping level. This decrease is again
an indication of the decrease in the conductivity of the film.
The spectra in an extended scale are shown in Figure 8b.
Decrease in the vibrational bands of substance IV and increase
in few new sharp bands (indicated by asterisks in Figure 8b)
are observed, which are assigned to substance V (listed in Table
5).
From the in situ FTIR measurements one can clearly see the
transition to different states when going in the direction from
positive to negative potentials: insulator f conductor f
insulator f conductor f insulator, in agreement with the
conductivity measurements.13 Exact reverse processes are found
when going back from negative to positive potentials where
the difference spectra obtained during the reoxidation processes
(waves D′-A′) reverse the spectra of the corresponding reduction processes (waves A-D).

Electrochemical Doping-Induced Transitions in BBL
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Figure 10. In situ Raman spectra of BBL during reduction at various
electrode potentials. 1, 0 mV; 2, -300 mV; 3, -430 mV; 4, -560
mV; 5, -690 mV; 6, -820 mV; 7, -950 mV; 8, -1080 mV; 9, -1210
mV. Excitation wavelength at 514 nm.

Figure 9. (a) PIA infrared absorption spectrum of neutral BBL. (b)
Spectrum of (a) in an extended scale.

Wilbourn and Murray proposed a reaction scheme for the
reduction processes of BBL in acetonitrile leading to quinodimethanelike structures that are strongly resonance-stabilized
with decreasing CdO oscillator strength.12 From the in situ FTIR
spectral measurements we observe a decrease of the band at
1703 cm-1 (CdO) of the neutral BBL film even at the first
reduction process A suggesting the formation of a similar
resonance structure even at a low doping level. To clarify the
change in the chemical structures during the reduction processes
more structural studies are needed because of the complex nature
of the molecule.
Photoinduced FTIR Spectroscopy. When a conjugated
polymer film is excited by illumination with light of photon
energy higher than the value of the electronic band gap, mobile
quasiparticles are produced that give rise to new states in the
gap.2,3,47,48 This method of photodoping is a clean way
(compared with chemical and electrochemical doping) of
injecting charges onto the polymer chain. The PIA spectrum of
a BBL film is shown in Figure 9a for the frequency region
5000-600 cm-1. A broad electronic band in the higher energy
region occurs (the spectral feature around 3500-3000 cm-1 is
due to spectral incompensation during the measurement procedure). Figure 9b shows the spectrum in the extended frequency
region between 1800 and 600 cm-1. The appearance of
vibrational IRAV bands is observed. The photoinduced IRAV
band positions are almost the same as the IRAV bands obtained
at low electrochemical n-doping (process A, Figure 4b).
In Situ Raman Spectroelectrochemistry. In addition to
infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool to
probe the structural and electronic properties of conjugated
polymers. In situ Raman spectra of BBL were measured during

Figure 11. In situ optical absorption spectra of BBL during reduction
at various electrode potentials. Isosbestic points are marked A, B, and
C.

the reduction reactions with excitation at 514 nm. The spectra
of the various reduction states are shown in Figure 10. The
Raman spectrum of the neutral BBL film (spectrum 1) in contact
with the electrolyte solution consists of five main bands at 1597,
1539, 1389, 1282, and 926 cm-1 (the band at 926 cm-1 comes
from the electrolyte). Also from the in situ Raman spectra of
BBL the four processes, observed in the in situ FTIR spectroelectrochemical studies, can be distinguished. A decrease of the
Raman bands (spectra 2 and 3) corresponds with the first process
A. As the applied potential decreases, additional bands at 1627
cm-1 (as a shoulder) and at 1125 cm-1 start to appear and the
band at 1389 cm-1 shifts to 1360 cm-1 (spectrum 6, process
B). By further decrease of the potential, sharp bands at 1627,
1346, and 1258 cm-1 appear (spectra 7-9, process C). These
main features start decreasing at an applied potential more
negative than -1340 mV (not shown in Figure 10, process D).
The in situ Raman spectroelectrochemical results can be
correlated with UV-vis-NIR optical absorption measurements.
Figure 11 shows in situ UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra at
different electrode potentials. The wavelength used for the
Raman excitation (514 nm) is indicated with an asterisk in the
figure. The optical absorption band at 571 nm, assigned to the
π-π transition, starts decreasing continuously as the reduction
proceeds while new bands appear. The decrease in the Raman
bands of the neutral BBL film in process A corresponds to a
decrease in the optical absorption band at 571 nm because the
Raman excitation energy is partly in resonance with this
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absorption. Because of resonance, the strong Raman band
increase in process C can be correlated with an increase in the
optical absorption at 510 nm (shoulder on the band at 480 nm).
The three processes A, B, and C can also be seen by isosbestic
points in the spectra. No isosbestic point for process D was
found, probably because of very small spectral changes in the
potential range studied.
Conclusion
We proved and found four distinct and spectroscopically wellresolved redox processes during electrochemical reduction (ndoping) of BBL involving five redox states with different
conductivities. Because of the complex nature of the polymer,
the changes of the chemical structure during the reduction
processes have not been precisely determined by this study.
However, it is possible to compare our data with the reaction
scheme previously proposed for BBL in acetonitrile.12 This
scheme suggests the formation of quinodimethane resonance
structures at a very high doping level. Our data indicate the
presence of this type of resonance structure even at low doping
levels.
In correlation with the in situ electrical conductivity data13
the four reactions are given in the following reaction scheme
(in that scheme BBL refers to one repetitive unit in the polymer
chain).
A: BBL (I, insulator) + ae- h BBLa- (II, conductor)
B: BBLa- (II, conductor) + be- h BBL(a+b)- (III, insulator)
C: BBLa+b- (III, insulator) + ce- h BBL(a+b+c)- (IV,
conductor)
D: BBL(a+b+c)- (IV, conductor) + ce- h BBL(a+b+c+d)- (V,
insulator)
The overall absolute charge during the reduction process was
determined with coulometric assay to be equivalent to a
consumption of one electron per BBL monomer unit12 (a + b
+ c + d ) 1 in the reaction scheme above). Although the exact
determination of the charges involved in the individual reduction
steps is hindered by the overlapping peaks in the CV, the
corresponding charges Q in steps A-D can be estimated as Qa
≈ 0.25e-, Qb ≈ 0.25e-, Qc ≈ 0.35e-, and Qd ≈ 0.15e-,
respectively. As such, BBL with these unusual n-doping
properties is an interesting candidate for applications in optoelectronic devices.50-52
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